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1 (a diffusion / diffuses ;
down concentration gradient / from high concentration to low concentration / from high to low
partial pressure ;
description of pathway ;
two of the following
cell (surface) membrane of (respiring) cell, tissue fluid, (pore in) capillary wall / endothelium  /
endothelial cell, basement membrane / plasma [max 2]

(b) assume answer refers to Y unless told that it refers to X
less pressure ;   A low pressure
less oxygen ;   A deoxygenated
less glucose ;   only accept more glucose if identified as liver
fewer / more, amino acids / fatty acids ;
less water / lower water potential / lower solute potential / higher osmotic pressure / higher
concentration of solutes and / or rbcs ;
A ‘blood is more concentrated’
fewer ions ;
more of named cell product ;  e.g. insulin / glucagon / albumen / AW

(more), urea / excretory waste ;;  waste unqualified [max 3] 

(c)c) carbonic anhydrase ; [1] 

(ii) (catalyses very) fast / AW, reaction ;
(carbon dioxide as) hydrogen carbonate ions / bicarbonate ions ;
diffuse / move / leaves, out of the (red blood) cell ;
in(to) the plasma ;   R ‘into blood’
(so that) blood can transport more than could be transported as carbon dioxide (in
solution) / 80 – 90% CO2 transported this way ;
idea that
reaction maintains concentration gradient for CO2 from, tissues / tissue fluid, to blood ;
if carbon dioxide transported then pH would decrease ;
(therefore) maintains pH / prevents pH decreasing / acts as a buffer ; [max 3]
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(d) (i) 55 (%)  A 54 - 56 (%),
32 (%)  A 31 / 31.5 (%) ; [1] 

[max 2] 

(ii) hydrogen ions / protons ;  A H+ 

either
react or combine with haemoglobin / form haemoglobinic acid / form HHb ;
A ‘picks up’ / absorb
or
carbon dioxide combines with haemoglobin / forms carboxyhaemoglobin ;
(so) stimulate haemoglobin to release more oxygen (in areas of low pO2) ;
ref. to, allosteric effect / change in tertiary or quaternary structure or shape ;
A conformational change
either
haemoglobin has a higher affinity for hydrogen ions than oxygen = 2 marks
or
haemoglobin has a higher affinity for carbon dioxide than oxygen = 2 marks

(iii) Bohr (effect / shift) ; [1] 

carbon dioxide influences percentage saturation of haemoglobin with oxygen / AW ; 
tissues / cells, with high rate of (aerobic) respiration ; 
high demand for oxygen ; 
haemoglobin / blood, releases more oxygen ;   R faster 
than it would in absence of carbon dioxide ; 

(iv) 1
2
3
4
5
6 at same partial pressure of oxygen ; [max 3] 

[Total: 16] 
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2 (a 1 small size / 6-8 µm (diameter), to squeeze through capillaries (7 µm) ;

2 small size / 6-8 µm (diameter), so, haemoglobin (molecules) near to surface (of plasma
membrane) / reduces distance for diffusion (in / out of rbc) ; 

3 no nucleus / lack of organelles, so more room for haemoglobin (so more oxygen 
transported) ;   R more room for oxygen 

4 biconcave shape / diagram drawn, increases surface area for, diffusion / uptake / release 
(of oxygen) ; 

5 flexible / AW ( membrane), to squeeze through capillaries ; [max 3] 

;
(b) 1 enzymes are proteins, protein synthesis does not occur ;

2 no, nucleus / DNA / genes, so no, transcription / mRNA ;
3 no mRNA, so no, translation / protein synthesis ;

 *A no nucleus, so no protein synthesis for one mark
4 no, RER / ribosomes, site of protein synthesis / AW ;  
5 no mitochondria, insufficient ATP (for synthesis) ; 
6 no RER for modification (of protein) ;   A Golgi apparatus [max 2] 

[1] 

[1] 

(c) (i) iron ;  A  Fe2+ / Fe3+ / ferrous  / ferric

(ii) amino acids / peptides ;

(d) carbonic anhydrase ; [1] 

(e) 1
2

3
4

5 

6

7
8

9

 diffusion of, carbon dioxide / CO2; 
 into red blood cell from correct source ;  

 description of carbonic acid formation followed by H+ production ; 
 ref. carbonic anhydrase ) fast reaction; A ecf from (d) 

haemoglobin has a higher affinity for hydrogen ions than oxygen ;  
 A haemoglobin releases oxygen more easily in acidic conditions 

accept idea of H+ binding to haemoglobin bringing out oxygen release 
 ref. to, allosteric effect / change in tertiary structure / AW, in (oxy)haemoglobin,  causes, 

release / AW, of oxygen ; 
 formation of haemoglobinic acid ; must refer to, H+ binding / decreased pH 
 ref. higher partial pressures / AW, CO2, linked to (oxy)haemoglobin releasing, more 

oxygen / oxygen more readily ; Bohr shift  
 formation of carbamino-haemoglobin ;  R carboxyhaemoglobin 

10 chloride shift, qualified ;  
e.e.g. as hydrogen carbonate ions move out of cell, chloride ions move in e.g. to maintai
electroneutrality / a balance of charge / ions ; [max 5]

[Total: 13] 
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3 (a (i) red blood cells / erythrocytes / red blood corpuscles ; [1]

(ii) myoglobin 78%   A 77% ; 
haemoglobin 21% must have both correct for 1 mark [1]

(iii) myoglobin has higher affinity for oxygen / myoglobin binds oxygen while haemoglobin
releases oxygen ; ora

(myoglobin) acts as a store of oxygen ;
myoglobin will only release oxygen, at (very) low oxygen partial pressures / AW when

oxygen demand (in muscles) exceeds supply ; A during exercise
AVP ;  e.g. myoglobin has, one / fewer haem groups, so no cooperative binding effects

e.e.g. allows aerobic respiration to continue (in muscl [max 2] 

(b) (i) fetal haemoglobin has higher oxygen affinity (than adult / maternal haemoglobin) /
AW ; 
(higher oxygen affinity) over all ppO2 / use of data at more than one ppO2 (from 
Fig. 4.1) ; 

oxygen uptake from, adult / maternal, blood / AW ;   
or   
gas exchange taking place between fetal and, adult / maternal, blood ; 

ref. to fetal reliance on mother to supply oxygen / mother only source of oxygen for 
fetus ;  [2] 

(ii) at lower ppO2 both, unload / AW, oxygen ;
sufficient / more, adult haemoglobin present or adult haemoglobin provides sufficient
oxygen / AW ;
ref. to compensating by producing additional red blood cells ;
AVP ; e.g. ref. to similarity of position of both curves  [max 1]

(c) (all) to the right of given curve, same overall shape as adult haemoglobin curve ;
to the right of given curve, begins at 0.2 kPa, ends at 97% ;

A within range of 0–0.4kPa and 95–99% [2] 

[Total: 9] 
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4 (a) cell A cell B cell C

name of cell phagocyte / 
neutrophil / AW; 

squamous 
epithelial (cell) / 

endothelial (cell); 

function of cell transports, 
oxygen 

/ carbon dioxide; 

diameter / µm to be added [4] 

[3] 

[max 3] 

(b) D mitochondrion;
 E lysosome / (Golgi) vesicle; R vacuole

F nucleus;

(c) oxygen
diffuses, down concentration gradient / from high concentration to low concentration;
through, phospholipid bilayer; R  protein channels

glucose
(pressure) filtration / AW;  e.g. ‘forced out by blood pressure’
through pores, in capillaries / between capillaries;

facilitated diffusion;
through channel proteins / idea;
through cytoplasm;

(d) assume answer is about vein unless told otherwise

thicker wall / more cells / more than one cell thick;
A more, squamous epithelium / endothelium
valve(s);

three layers / described;

to max 2
(smooth) muscle;
collagen;
elastic tissue / elastin;

R references to size, width, size of lumen, amount of blood etc. [max 3] 

[Total: 13] 
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Questionuestion Answers Marks

(a)5 
[2] 

 (b) 

[2] 

(c) (i) [1] 

(ii)

[2 max] 

 (d) 

[3 max] 

[Total: 10]

A – basement membrane ; 
B – minor process / foot ; 

arrow going from capillary (through pore in capillary wall) and through 
gaps in podocyte processes ;  
arrow continues into renal capsule ; 

 glomerular filtrate ; 

 less protein ; 
no large protein ; 
ref. less than MM 68 000 to 69 000 ; 
no blood cells ; 
AVP ; 

sufficient hydrostatic (blood) pressure ; 
comparison between afferent and efferent vessels ; 
to force fluid through ; 
basement membrane ; 

selective barrier / AW ; 
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